Recap of Your Mission:
Boston ACME Pursuing Heisting Lady

Well, the Fleens have been flim-flammed! Carmen Sandiego,
that double-dealing diva with a taste for thievery, has struck
Boston, sending four of her punny-named plotters to pilfer
priceless pieces. Thankfully, ACME has a branch office here in
Boston, and has taken over the situation by drafting all of you
onto their team! Unfortunately, since you’re all new to this,
you’ll have to go through the ACME Detective Agency
Elementary School for Crimefighting to prove yourselves
clever enough to try to go after Carmen.
ACME’s Senior Agents have been deployed to four
classrooms all across the city, where they’re working on
reports from our field operatives about what Carmen and her
gang stole from that area. It’s standard ACME procedure to
encode that information in puzzles based on a particular
subject; if the students can solve the puzzles, they’ll get the
intel they need to pass the class. If you can get all four pieces
of intel from the field operatives, you’ll be able to complete
warrants for each crook by identifying the missing loot. Find
all four loots in all four classrooms, and you’ll have proven
yourself worthy of the ultimate final exam: a chance to pursue
Carmen Sandiego herself!
When you arrive at each classroom, find the ACME Senior
Agent in that area; it may be tricky, as they’ll likely be wearing
an incredibly elaborate, foolproof disguise.. Check in with the
Agent and get your puzzles, then get cracking. When you
have three pieces of information, be sure to talk to the Agent
again, who’ll give you the warrant, or meta, they’ve been
working on! And cutting class is a no-no, so be sure to check in
one last time before you leave for your next period.
All of Boston is counting on you, detectives. Good luck!
--The Chief

ACME Detective Agency Elementary School Map!

THE CLASSROOMS:
Social Studies (Period 1): Massachusetts State House
Language Arts (Period 2):: Edgar Allan Poe Statue (near
Public Garden)
Science and Maths (Period 3):: Tufts Medical Center
Free Period (Period 4):: Downtown Ampitheatre, near BSC
Franklin Street
Campus Center (Period 5): Boston Common Gazebo

CLASS PROGRESS REPORTS:

SCIENCE AND MATHS--Pursuing Eva Lushun, the “Darwinian Diva”
Mathematics, Polly Nohmeal
Computing, Jacqueline Ardlüm
Chemistry, Molly Denim
Zoology, Matt Ahzoha
META EXAM: Genetics & Statistics

LANGUAGE ARTS--Pursuing Miriam Webster, the “Verbose Villainess”
Translation, Rose and Etta Stone
Grammar, Lynn Terjekshian
Literature, Calliope D. Caht
Phonics, Sylvia Ehbull
META EXAM: Vocabulary

SOCIAL STUDIES--Pursuing Cyrus Kohsis, LICSW, the “Freudian Felon”
History, Anne Throposine
Geography, Skye Miles
Public Health, Dr. Violet Rahlagy
Political Science, Cameron Payne
META EXAM: Child Psychology

FREE PERIOD--Pursuing Deandra Vower, the “Hungry Heister”
Library, Dewel Dessmal
Performing Arts, Ivan Tanoskar
Visual Arts, Minnie Mahlyssym
Gym, Byron and Triton Sepps
META EXAM: Lunch

THE KOOL KIDZ SECRET KODE KLUB!
-Note: Nothing on this page is a puzzle...and we sincerely apologize for the writing. This was
made in the 90’s...it was a different time. --The Chief

MORSE CODE! On the DOT!

BRAILLE! SEE how rad!

SEMAPHORE! Do the WAVE!

BINARY! Just a BIT Cool!

Wanna learn EVEN MORE KOOL KODEZ? Check these out using the INTERNET! Be
sure to ask a parent’s permission before logging on, though!
-The Vigenère Cipher uses keywords on a line of alphabets! AWESOME!
-The Polybius Square makes a grid of letters! GNARLY!
-The Atbash Cipher puts the whole alphabet backwards! WHOA!
-The Ottendorf Cipher uses books and writing as key texts into lines! TUBULAR!

